
Giant teachers love drinking hot chocolate before bed - topped with
lots of treats, including marshmallows and cream. Yum! If you could
create the ultimate hot chocolate what would it look like? 
Draw yours here and label it to show all the toppings and flavours!

Chapter fourteenThe ultimate hot
chocolate

How would you make yours?



Norma Enormous wants to be in the 'vanishing grand finale' When
does a finale usually happen?

1.

      a) At the start of a performance
      b) At the end of a performance
      c) In the middle of a performance when you go to the loo.

2. Mistress Ring says the teachers' store cupboard is 'impenetrable'    
     Does that mean the cupboard is:

      a) impossible to get into?
      b) really untidy?
      c) full of pens?

3. Outside, the wind whipped around Harvey's ears. 
    Does that mean

    a) the wind was so gentle, Harvey could barely feel it?
    b) the wind was so naughty, it stole Harvey's ears and blew away
   with them?
    c) the wind was so strong, Harvey felt it hitting his ears?

Chapter fourteenVocab check!
Give yourself a hot chocolate

 if you get these questions right...

answers 1b, 2a, 3c



Chapter fifteen
crossword

Across
2. Something Mrs Mahoosive is
getting from the teachers' store
cupboard (12)

6. Where the teachers go when
they leave the staff room (3)

9. The giant Mrs Mahoosive hopes
will give her a kiss (2, 3)

Down
1.The person Harvey sees in the
cellar (3)

3. The colour of Madame Bogbrush's
shoes (3)

4. The thing Harvey wants to steal
(9, 6)

5. Harvey gets this stuck in the
cupboard (5)

7. The cellar smells of this (5)

9. Mrs Mahoosive's first name (5)

Complete the crossword. You'll find all the answers in
chapter fifteen (or on the next page if you get really stuck!)



Chapter fifteen
crossword

Answers


